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Abstract In this paper we show the convergence of a semidiscrete time step-
ping θ-scheme on a time grid of variable length to the solution of parabolic
operator differential inclusion in the framework of evolution triple. The mul-
tifunction is assumed to be strong-weak upper-semicontinuous and to have
nonempty, closed and convex values, while the quasilinear operator present in
the problem is required to be pseudomonotone, coercive and satisfy the appro-
priate growth condition. The convergence of piecewise constant and piecewise
linear interpolants constructed on the solutions of time discrete problems is
shown. Under an additional assumption on the sequence of time grids and
regularity of quasilinear operator strong convergence results are obtained.
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where the multivalued term is a multifunction with nonempty, closed and con-
vex values which is strong-weak upper-semicontinuous. The problem is con-
sidered in the standard framework of evolution triple of spaces V ⊂ H ⊂ V ∗,
where the embeddings are assumed to be compact and the multivalued term
is defined on a reflexive Banach space U which is associated with the space V
through a linear and compact mapping ι : V → U . Such settings constitute a
unified framework for two cases: one, where U = H and ι is the embedding
operator and another, where V = H1(Ω) or its closed subspace for an open
and bounded set Ω ⊂ Rn and ι is the trace operator. In the first case the mul-
tivalued term represents the source term and in the second one, it represents
the multivalued Robin type boundary conditions.
An important class of multifunctions that satisfy the assumptions pre-
sented here are the Clarke subdifferentials of locally Lipschitz functionals [7].
Such multifunctions can be obtained by the procedure of ”filling in” with
vertical intervals the gaps in the graphs of discontinuous functions [6].
Quasilinear operators that appear in the inclusion are assumed to be co-
ercive, pseudomonotone and satisfy an appropriate growth condition. For the
inclusion the time discrete difference θ-scheme is formulated on the time mesh
of variable step length. The case of the variable length time grid is important
from the numerical point of view since it appears, for example, in the adap-
tive time stepping schemes. The convergence of a subsequence of analyzed
scheme to one of possibly many solutions of the original problem is shown for
θ ∈ [ 12 , 1] using the approach based on the a priori estimates for piecewise
linear and piecewise constant interpolants constructed on the time discrete so-
lutions. The main tool used to pass to the limit in the multivalued term is the
generalization of the Lions-Aubin Lemma proved in [10] (see Proposition 2 is
the sequel) which is used for the sequence of piecewise constant interpolants.
Weak solutions of partial differential inclusions with nonmonotone multi-
functions, in general, cannot be expected to exhibit additional regularity [11].
The results presented in the present paper show that even in nonsmooth and
nonmonotone cases, a numerical approximation is still valid and one can expect
the convergence of the sequence of the approximate solutions.
The paper can be considered, on one hand, as the follow up to the results
of [10], where the backward Euler scheme for the autonomous problem on
equidistant time grid was studied, and the multivalued term had the form of
the Clarke subgradient, and, on the other hand, as the extension of results of
[9] where the case of equation is analyzed.
The assumptions of the present paper are more general that the ones in
[9]. Quasilinear operator here is pseudomonotone, while in [9] it is monotone
and hemicontinuous. This extension allows to treat the strongly continuous
perturbation as the part of the operator and therefore the convergence of the
scheme with this perturbation is proved without additional assumptions as
in [9], where a rather restrictive condition on time grids is needed to handle
the strongly continuous perturbation (see Lemma 3 and Theorem 5 in [9] and
Theorem 4 in Section 5 where this condition is used to derive some improved
convergence results).
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The important assumption which is used here, that does not appear in [9],
is the regularity of the sequence of time grids (H(t)(ii) in what follows). This
assumption is needed here only to deal with the multivalued term. Note that
it was used in [5], where the backward Euler scheme on a variable time grid for
the case of monotone multifunction (i.e. variational inequality) was analyzed.
Another paper in which the thorough analysis of the monotone multifunction
is delivered is [16], where also a posteriori error estimates are derived.
Both the quasilinear operator and multivalued term are assumed here to
depend on time. They are approximated by means of the 0-th order Cle´ment
quasi-interpolation according to Remark 8.21 of [17]. It is shown here that
no additional time smoothness of the operator present in the equation, save
for measurability, is needed for the scheme to converge. Note that in [9] it is
assumed that the quasilinear operator depends on time continuously. Here, un-
der an increased time smoothness, the improved convergence result is shown:
Theorem 4 shows that if the quasilinear operator is Ho¨lder continuous with
respect to time, then we have pointwise strong convergence in H of piecewise
linear interpolants for all t. We remark that the convergence for almost all t
follows by Lions-Aubin Lemma but sometimes, for example while investigat-
ing the upper semicontinuous convergence of global attractors of semidiscrete
schemes to the attractor of time continuous problem, one needs the pointwise
convergence for all t (see [12]).
We mention that the main result of this article can be understood as the
existence result, which is more general than the ones known previously for
differential inclusions with Clarke subgradient (hemivariational inequalities):
for example in [13] only the case of multivalued source term is analyzed and
in [14] the existence for the boundary case but with p = 2 is shown (we
consider here p ∈ (1,∞)). Moreover the assumption H(F )(iv) below is more
general than the sign condition considered, for example, in [14] (see hypothesis
H(j)(iv) in [14]).
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 the problem setting
and assumptions as well as formulations of time continuous and time discrete
problems are presented. Section 3 is devoted to some auxiliary results on pseu-
domonotonicity. In Section 4 the a priori estimates for time discrete solutions
are derived and the convergence of semidiscrete scheme is proved. In Section
5 some results on the strong convergence of approximate solutions are shown.
2 Problem setting
Let V ⊂ H ⊂ V ∗ be an evolution triple of spaces where all the embeddings
are assumed to be continuous, dense and compact. The space V is assumed
to be a separable and reflexive Banach space while the space H is a Hilbert
space. Embedding between V and H will be denoted by i : V → H . The
norm of V will be denoted without subscript while all other norms will have
subscripts denoting the corresponding spaces. The duality pairing between
V ∗ and V will be denoted by 〈·, ·〉 while for other spaces this symbol will be
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used with appropriate subscript. The scalar product in H will be denoted by
(·, ·). Furthermore, let U be a reflexive Banach space and let ι be a linear,
continuous and compact mapping ι : V → U . By ι∗ : U∗ → V ∗ we denote
the mapping adjoint to ι defined as 〈ι∗u, v〉 = 〈u, ιv〉U∗×U . Let T > 0 and
1 < p < ∞. The letter q will always denote the exponent conjugate to p, i.e.
1/p+ 1/q = 1. We write V = Lp(0, T ;V ), H = L2(0, T ;H), V∗ = Lq(0, T ;V ∗)
and U = Lp(0, T ;U). The Nemytskii mappings for ι and ι∗ will be denoted by
the same symbols.
We will now remind several definitions of various types of pseudonomotone
operators in which X is always assumed to be a real and reflexive Banach
space and X∗ denotes its dual.
Definition 1 (see [19], Chapter 27) An operator A : X → X∗ is called pseu-
domonotone, if vn → v weakly in X and lim supn→∞〈Avn, vn − v〉 ≤ 0 imply
that for every y ∈ X we have 〈Av, v − y〉 ≤ lim infn→∞〈Avn, vn − y〉.
Definition 2 (see [19], Chapter 27) An operator A : X → X∗ is called to be
of type (S)+, if vn → v weakly in X and lim supn→∞〈Avn, vn − v〉 ≤ 0 imply
that vn → v strongly in X .
The next two definitions are natural generalizations of L-pseudomonotonicity
and (S)+ property (see [8], Chapter 1.3). In both of them, W is a Banach
space such that W ⊂ X with a continuous embedding.
Definition 3 An operator A : X → X∗ is called W -pseudomonotone (or
pseudomonotone with respect to W ), if vn → v weakly in X , where {vn}∞n=1
is a sequence bounded in W and lim supn→∞〈Avn, vn − v〉 ≤ 0 imply that for
every y ∈ X , we have 〈Av, v − y〉 ≤ lim infn→∞〈Avn, vn − y〉.
Definition 4 An operator A : X → X∗ is called W -(S)+ (or (S)+ with
respect to W ), if vn → v weakly in X , where {vn}∞n=1 is a sequence bounded
in W and lim supn→∞〈Avn, vn − v〉 ≤ 0 imply that vn → v strongly in X .
The definition of pseudomonotonicity of multifunctions is not a simple gener-
alization of single valued case.
Definition 5 (see [8], Chapter 1.3) A multifunction A : X → 2X∗ is pseu-
domonotone, if
(i) A has values which are nonempty, weakly compact and convex,
(ii) A is usc from every finite dimentional subspace of X into X∗ furnished
with weak topology,
(iii) if vn → v weakly in X and v∗n ∈ A(vn) is such that lim supn→∞〈v∗n, vn −
v〉 ≤ 0 then for every y ∈ X there exists u(y) ∈ A(v) such that 〈u(y), v −
y〉 ≤ lim infn→∞〈v∗n, vn − y〉.
Note that it is useful to check pseudomonotonicity of multifunctions via fol-
lowing sufficient condition (see Proposition 1.3.66 in [8] or Proposition 3.1 in
[4]).
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Proposition 1 A multifunction A : X → 2X∗ is pseudomonotone, if it satis-
fies the following conditions
(i) A has values which are nonempty, weakly compact and convex,
(ii) A is bounded,
(iii) if vn → v weakly in X and v∗n → v∗ weakly in X∗ with v∗n ∈ A(vn) and if
lim supn→∞〈v∗n, vn − v〉 ≤ 0 then v∗ ∈ A(v) and 〈vn, v∗n〉 → 〈v, v∗〉.
Next, let q ≥ 1. We recall that BV q(0, T ;X) is the space of functions on the
time interval [0, T ] with values in the Banach space X such that the seminorm
‖x‖BV q(0,T ;X) = suppi∈F
∑
σi∈pi
‖x(bi)−x(ai)‖qX is finite, where F is the family
of all partitions of [0, T ] into a finite number of disjoint subintervals σi =
(ai, bi). Moreover, for Banach spacesX and Z such that X ⊂ Z and 1 ≤ p, q <
∞, we define a Banach space Mp,q(0, T ;X,Z) = Lp(0, T ;X) ∩ BV q(0, T ;Z).
For this space the analogue of Lions-Aubin Compactness lemma holds (see
Proposition 2 in [10]).
Proposition 2 If 1 ≤ p, q <∞ and X1, X2, X3 are Banach spaces such that
embedding X1 ⊂ X2 is compact and X2 ⊂ X3 is continuous, then a family
of functions which is bounded in Mp,q(0, T ;X1, X3) is relatively compact in
Lp(0, T ;X2).
The problem under consideration is the following:
Problem (P). Find u ∈ V with u′ ∈ V∗ such that
u′(t) +A(t, u(t)) + ι∗F (t, ιu(t)) ∋ f(t) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), (1)
u(0) = u0.
The problem data are assumed to satisfy the following conditions.
H(A) : A : (0, T )× V → V ∗ is the mapping such that
(i) A(·, v) is measurable for all v ∈ V ,
(ii) A(t, ·) is pseudomonotone for almost all t ∈ (0, T ),
(iii) A(t, ·) is coercive for almost all t ∈ (0, T ), i.e., 〈A(t, v), v〉 ≥ α‖v‖p −
β‖v‖2H for all v ∈ V and a.e t ∈ (0, T ) with α > 0 and β ≥ 0,
(iv) A satisfies the growth condition ‖A(t, v)‖V ∗ ≤ a(‖v‖H)(1+ ‖v‖p−1) for
all v ∈ V and a.e t ∈ (0, T ) with a : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) nondecreasing.
The Nemytskii operator for A, denoted by A : V → V∗, is defined as (Au)(t) =
A(t, u(t)) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) and u ∈ V .
H(F ) : F : (0, T )× U → 2U∗ is the multifuction such that
(i) F (·, u) is measurable for all u ∈ U ,
(ii) the set F (t, u) is nonempty, closed and convex in U∗ for all u ∈ U and
a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
(iii) the mapping F (t, ·) is upper semicontinuous from the strong topology
of U into weak topology of U∗ for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
(iv) at least one one of the following conditions holds
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A) there exists a linear and continuous mapping p : H → U such
that for v ∈ V we have p(i(v)) = ι(v) and F satisfies the growth
condition ‖ξ‖U∗ ≤ c1 + d1‖u‖U for all ξ ∈ F (t, u), all u ∈ U and
a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) with d1 ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0,
B) for all u ∈ U we have infξ∈F (t,u)〈ξ, u〉U∗×U ≥ g(t)− λ‖u‖pU , where
0 < λ < α
‖ι‖p
L(V ;U)
and g ∈ L1(0, T ), and F satisfies the growth
condition ‖ξ‖U∗ ≤ c2 + d2‖u‖p−1U for all ξ ∈ F (t, u), all u ∈ U and
a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) with d2 ≥ 0 and c2 ≥ 0.
H0 : f ∈ V∗, u0 ∈ H .
Remark 1 In both hypotheses A) and B) of H(F )(iv) multifunction F sat-
isfies the growth condition ‖ξ‖ ≤ c3 + d3‖u‖max{1,p−1} for all ξ ∈ F (t, u), all
u ∈ U and a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) with d3 ≥ 0 and c3 ≥ 0. We will use the notation
r = max{1, p− 1}. Also note, that in [9], the more general case f = f1+ f2 is
considered, in which f1 ∈ V∗ and f2 ∈ H. It remains an open problem whether
the argument of this paper can be applied to such case.
We also need the following auxiliary condition concerning the space U and the
mapping ι.
H(U) : the mapping ι is linear, continuous and compact, and the Nemytskii
mapping ιˆ : Mp,q(0, T ;V, V ∗) → U defined by (ιˆu)(t) = ι(u(t)) is also
compact.
Problem (P) will be approximated by means of a semidiscrete θ-scheme on a
time grid of a variable time step length. To this end, let us define the sequence
of grids indexed by n ∈ N:
Tn = {0 = t0n < t1n < . . . < tNnn = T }
Moreover we define τkn = t
k
n − tk−1n for k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}. We introduce the
notation τmaxn = maxk=1,...,Nn τ
k
n and τ
min
n = mink=1,...,Nn τ
k
n . We need the
following assumption on the time grid.
H(t) : the sequence of time grids satisfies
(i) limn→∞ τ
max
n = 0,
(ii) there exists the constant K > 0 such that τmaxn ≤ Kτminn for all n ∈ N.
We remark that the sequence of time grids that satisfies H(t)(ii) is called
regular (see [5]). For brevity of notation for a reflexive Banach space X and
s ≥ 1 we introduce the operator
πs,Xn : L
s(0, T ;X)→ Ls(0, T ;X),
defined as
(πs,Xn (v))(t) =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
tk−1n
v(t) dt for t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn].
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Lemma 3.3 in [5] states that if H(t) holds, then πs,Xn v → v strongly in
Ls(0, T ;X) as n→∞ (in fact only H(t)(i) is needed).
The initial condition u0 will be approximated by means of a sequence of ele-
ments of V , namely, we need the sequence {u0n}∞n=1 such that u0n ∈ V and
u0n → u0 strongly in H as n→∞.
The semidiscrete scheme consists in the recursive solving of of the approximate
problem. Obtained solutions correspond to the values in the points of the time
mesh. In order to formulate the approximate problem, we need the to define
the auxiliary quantities
Akn : V → V ∗, fkn ∈ V ∗, F kn : U → 2U
∗
for k ∈ 1, . . . , Nn
by
Akn(u) =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
A(t, u) dt, fkn =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
f(t) dt, (2)
F kn (u) =
{
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξ(t) dt
}
, (3)
where ξ(t) ∈ F (t, u) for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn).
Now we fix the scheme parameter θ ∈ (0, 1]. We are ready to formulate the
time discretized problem. Let n ∈ N.
Problem (Pn). Find ukn ∈ V for k = 1, . . . , Nn such that
ukn − uk−1n
τkn
+Akn(u
k−1+θ
n ) + ι
∗F kn (ιu
k−1+θ
n ) ∋ fkn , (4)
where uk−1+θn = θu
k
n + (1− θ)uk−1n with u0n = u0n.
The choice of parameter θ = 1 in Problem (Pn) corresponds to implicit Euler
method also known as the Rothe method, while the case θ = 12 corresponds to
the Crank-Nicholson scheme. Note that the case θ = 0 which corresponds to
the explicit Euler scheme is excluded since in such case there is no guarantee
that the solution ukn of (4), which can then be explicitly calculated, belongs to
the space V .
3 Auxiliary results on pseudomonotonicity
This section is devoted to results on pseudomonotonicity and (S)+ property
of auxiliary operators that appear in problems under consideration.
Lemma 1 Under assumption H(A), the operators Akn are pseudomonotone
(in the sense of multifunctions) for all n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}.
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Proof First we fix the indices n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}. Observe that for
v ∈ V , we have
‖Aknv‖V ∗ ≤
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
‖A(t, v)‖V ∗ dt ≤
≤ 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
a(‖v‖H)(1 + ‖v‖p−1) dt ≤ a(‖v‖H)(1 + ‖v‖p−1).
This estimate shows that the operator Akn is bounded. Now, let us take vm → v
weakly in V , as m→∞ with lim supm→∞〈Aknvm, vm− v〉 ≤ 0. We proceed by
a standard argument of [3]. Obviously vm → v strongly in H and ‖vm‖H ≤ R
for all m ∈ N with R > 0. Define ξm(t) = 〈A(t, vm), vm − v〉 and C = {t ∈
(tk−1n , t
k
n) : lim infm→∞ ξm(t) < 0}. The latter is the Lebesgue measurable
subset of (tk−1n , t
k
n). Assume that m(C) > 0 and pick t ∈ C. For a subsequence
which is still denoted by m, we have limm→∞〈A(t, vm), vm − v〉 < 0. From
H(A)(iii) we have 0 ≤ lim infm→∞〈A(t, vm), vm− v〉 which is a contradiction.
This means that we have lim infm→∞ ξm(t) ≥ 0 for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). Now,
we have the estimate
ξm(t) ≥ α‖vm‖p − β‖vm‖2H − a(R)‖v‖ − a(R)‖v‖‖vm‖p−1.
Next, the Young inequality with ǫ gives
a(R)‖v‖‖vm‖p−1 ≤ ǫ‖vm‖p + C(ǫ)(a(R))p‖v‖p,
which, by taking ǫ = α2 , leads to
ξm(t) ≥ α
2
‖vm‖p − β‖vm‖2H − a(R)‖v‖ − C
(α
2
)
(a(R))p‖v‖p.
We are now in position to use the Fatou lemma to obtain
β‖v‖2H ≤
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
lim inf
n→∞
ξm(t) dt+ β‖v‖2H ≤
≤ 1
τkn
lim inf
n→∞
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξm(t) + β‖vm‖2H dt ≤ β‖v‖2H + lim sup
n→∞
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξm(t) dt =
= β‖v‖2H + lim sup
n→∞
〈Aknvm, vm − v〉 ≤ β‖v‖2H .
Thus we have
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξm(t) dt→ 0 as m→∞. Now note that |ξm(t)| = ξm(t) +
2ξ−m(t) and ξ
−
m(t) → 0 for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). Since ξm(t) + β‖vm‖2H ≥ h(t)
with h ∈ L1(tk−1n , tkn), then also ξ−m(t) − β‖vm‖2H ≤ h−(t) and we can in-
voke Fatou lemma again to get lim supm→∞
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξ−m(t) dt ≤ 0 and moreover∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξ−m(t) dt → 0, as m → ∞. We deduce that ξm → 0 in L1(tk−1n , tkn), and,
for a subsequence, still denoted by the same index, we have ξm(t) → 0 for
a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). By the pseudomonotonicity of A(t, ·), it follows that for a.e.
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t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn), we have A(t, vm)→ A(t, v) weakly in V ∗ and 〈A(t, vm), vm〉 →
〈A(t, v), v〉. Let u ∈ V . We have
〈Aknv, v − u〉 =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(t, v), v − u〉 dt =
=
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
lim
m→∞
〈A(t, vm), vm − u〉 dt =
= −β‖v‖2H +
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
lim
m→∞
(〈A(t, vm), vm − u〉+ β‖vm‖2H) dt.
Invoking Fatou lemma one last time, we get
〈Aknv, v − u〉 ≤ lim inf
m→∞
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(t, vm), vm − v + v − u〉 dt =
= lim inf
m→∞
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(t, vm), v − u〉 dt = lim inf
m→∞
〈Aknvm, v − u〉.
The assertion of the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2 Under assumption H(A), the Nemytskii operator A : V → V∗
corresponding to A is Mp,q(0, T ;V, V ∗)-pseudomonotone.
Proof The proof is omitted since it exactly follows the lines of the proof of
Lemma 1 in [10], where the autonomous case was considered. The main lines
of the argument follow that of Lemma 1. Compare also proof of Theorem 2(b)
in [3] and Lemma 8.8 in [17].
Lemma 3 If, in addition to hypothesis H(A), the operators A(t, ·) are of type
(S)+ for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), then the Nemytskii operator A is of typeMp,q(0, T ;V, V ∗)-
(S)+.
Proof The proof is omitted since it follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 2
in [11], where the autonomous case was considered. Compare also the proof of
Theorem 2(c) in [3].
Lemma 4 Under assumption H(F ), the multifunctions ι∗F kn (ι·) : V → 2V
∗
are pseudomonotone for all n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}.
Proof We fix the indices n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}. First we show bound-
edness. For v ∈ V and η ∈ ι∗F kn (ιv), we have η = ι∗ξ with ξ ∈ F kn (ιv), i.e.
ξ = 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ζ(t) dt with ζ(t) ∈ F (t, ιv), and
‖η‖V ∗ ≤ ‖ι‖L(V,U)‖ξ‖U∗ ≤ ‖ι‖L(V,U)(c3 + d3‖ι‖rL(V,U)‖v‖r). (5)
Obviously, the set ι∗F kn (ιv) is nonempty. Its convexity follows from the fact
that F (t, v) is convex a.e. t. To show closedness, assume that ηm ∈ ι∗F kn (ιv)
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and ηm → η strongly in V ∗. We have ηm = ι∗ξm with ξm ∈ F kn (ιv), i.e. ξm =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ζm(t) dt with ζm(t) ∈ F (t, ιv). From H(F )(iv), we have ‖ζm(t)‖U∗ ≤
c3 + d3‖ι‖rL(V,U)‖v‖r, from which it follows that, for a subseqence, ζm → ζ
weakly in Lq(tk−1n , t
k
n;U
∗), and weakly in L1(tk−1n , t
k
n;U
∗). We can invoke the
convergence theorem of Aubin and Cellina (see [1] and Proposition 2 in [15])
and we obtain that ζ(t) ∈ F (t, ιv) for a.e. t. Moreover, for w ∈ U we have
〈ξm, w〉U∗×U = 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ζm(t), w〉U∗×U dt→ 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ζ(t), w〉U∗×U dt =
=
〈
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ζ(t) dt, w
〉
U∗×U
,
which means that ξm → ξ weakly in U∗, where ξ ∈ F kn (ιv). Hence η ∈ ι∗F kn (ιv).
It remains to show the condition (iii) of Proposition 1. Assume that vm → v
weakly in V and ηm ∈ ι∗F kn (ιvm) with ηm → η weakly in V ∗. By compactness
of ι, we have ιvm → ιv strongly in U . We proceed similarily as in the proof
of closedness. We have ηm = ι
∗ξm with ξm =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ζm(t) dt and ζm(t) ∈
F (t, ιvm). By the growth condition H(F )(iv) we deduce that ‖ζm(t)‖U∗ is
bounded by a constant independent on m and t and we can extract from
ζm a subsequence if necessary that converges weakly in L
q(tk−1n , t
k
n;U
∗) to
some ζ. We can invoke convergence theorem of Aubin and Cellina again to get
ζ(t) ∈ F (t, ιv) for a.e. t. If we put ξ = 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ζ(t) dt, then ξm → ξ weakly
in U∗ and ηm → ι∗ξ weakly in V ∗. Hence ι∗ξ = η and the convergence holds
for the whole sequence. We have shown that η ∈ ι∗F kn (ιv). Finally he have
〈ηm, vm〉 = 〈ξm, ιvm〉U∗×U → 〈ξ, ιv〉U∗×U = 〈η, v〉 and the proof is complete.
4 Convergence of semidiscrete scheme
In this section, first we formulate the result which guarantees the existence of
solutions to semidiscrete problems and then we proceed with a priori estimates
and passing to the limit which is shown to solve the time continuous problem.
Lemma 5 Let n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn} be given. Under assumptions H(A),
H(F ), H0 and H(U), there exists τ0 > 0 such that if 0 < τ
k
n < τ0 then there
exists ukn ∈ V solution to Problem (Pn).
Proof We rewrite equivalently (4) as follows
1
θτkn
uk−1+θn +A
k
nu
k−1+θ
n + ι
∗F kn (ιu
k−1+θ
n ) ∋
1
θτkn
uk−1n + f
k
n .
We show that, given uk−1n ∈ V , there exists uk−1+θn that satisfies the above in-
clusion. We prove that the range of multifunction V ∋ v → Lv = i∗iv
θτkn
+Aknv+
ι∗F kn (ιv) is the whole space V
∗. This will be done by a surjectivity theorem of
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Bre´zis (see, for instance, Theorem 1.3.70 in [8]). We need to show that L is co-
ercive (in the sense that lim‖v‖→∞ infv∗∈Lv
〈v∗,v〉
‖v‖ =∞) and pseudomonotone.
Since the operator i
∗i
θτkn
satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 1 trivially,
and we already know that Akn and v → ι∗F kn (ιv) are pseudomonotone, the
pseudomonotonicity of L follows from the fact that sum of pseudomonotone
multifunctions is pseudomonotone, cf. [8] Proposition 1.3.68. In order to show
the coercivity of L we need to assume that v∗ ∈ Lv and estimate 〈v∗, v〉 from
below. We have, with some η ∈ F kn (ιv)
〈v∗, v〉 ≥ ‖v‖
2
H
θτkn
+
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
(α‖v‖p − β‖v‖2H) dt+ 〈η, ιv〉U∗×U ≥
≥ ‖v‖2H
(
1
θτkn
− β
)
+ α‖v‖p + 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ζ(t), ιv〉U∗×U dt,
where ζ(t) ∈ F (t, ιv) for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). We proceed with the proof sepa-
rately for the cases A) and B) of H(F )(iv). In the case A), we have
〈ζ(t), ιv〉U∗×U ≥ −(c1 + d1‖ιv‖U )‖p‖L(H;U)‖v‖H ≥
≥ −c1‖p‖L(H;U)‖v‖H − d1‖p‖2L(H;U)‖v‖2H ≥
≥ − 4c
2
1
d1ε
− (d1 + ε)‖p‖2L(H;U)‖v‖2H ,
where ε > 0 is arbitrary. We obtain
〈v∗, v〉 ≥ ‖v‖2H
(
1
θτkn
− β − d1‖p‖2L(H;U) − ε‖p‖2L(H;U)
)
+ α‖v‖p − 4c
2
1
d1ε
.
Obviously, if τkn <
1
θ(β+d1‖p‖2L(H;U))
, then it is possible to choose ε such that
the term with ‖v‖2H is nonnegative and we obtain the coercivity. In the case
B), by integrating the inequality in H(F )(iv)B), we get
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ζ(t), ιv〉U∗×U dt ≥ −
‖g‖
L1(tk−1n ,tkn)
τkn
− λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U)‖v‖p. (6)
Next, we obtain
〈v∗, v〉 ≥ ‖v‖2H
(
1
θτkn
− β
)
+
(
α− λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U)
)
‖v‖p −
‖g‖
L1(tk−1n ,tkn)
τkn
.
Now, if τkn ≤ 1θβ , then the term with ‖v‖2H is nonegative and we obtain coer-
civity. This concludes the proof of the Lemma.
Remark 1 Note that if θ = 1, then the assumption that uk−1n ∈ V is not
needed. The solution ukn exists if u
k−1
n ∈ H .
Next result establishes estimates which are satisfied by the solutions of the
semidiscrete problem.
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Lemma 6 Let n ∈ N be fixed. Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U) and H0
there exists τ0 > 0 such that if τ
max
n < τ0, then following estimate holds with
a constant M which depends only on the problem data
max
k=1,...,N
‖ukn‖2H +
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p + (2θ − 1)
Nn∑
k=1
‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H ≤M.
Proof The estimates are derived by testing (4) with uk−1+θn and using the
algebraic relation valid for all a, b ∈ R
(a− b)(θa+ (1− θ)b) = 1
2
(a2 − b2 + (2θ − 1)(a− b)2).
For k = 1, . . . , Nn we have
1
2τkn
(‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H) + 〈Aknuk−1+θn , uk−1+θn 〉+
+〈ξkn, ιuk−1+θn 〉U∗×U =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈f(t), uk−1+θn 〉 dt,
where ξkn ∈ F kn (ιuk−1+θn ). By H(A)(iii) we arrive at the estimate
1
2τkn
(‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H) + α‖uk−1+θn ‖p − (7)
−β‖uk−1+θn ‖2H + 〈ξkn, ιuk−1+θn 〉U∗×U ≤
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
‖f(t)‖V ∗‖uk−1+θn ‖ dt.
Using the Cauchy and Young inequalities, we get
‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H +
+2τkn(α− ε1)‖uk−1+θn ‖p − 2τknβ‖uk−1+θn ‖2H +
+2τkn〈ξkn, ιuk−1+θn 〉U∗×U ≤ C1(ε1)‖f‖qLq(tk−1n ,tkn;V ∗),
with arbitrary ε1 > 0 and a positive constant C1(ε), independent of n, k and
τkn . We proceed separately for the cases A) and B) of H(F )(iv). In the first
case, with arbitrary ε2 > 0 and the constant C2(ε2) we have
|〈ξkn, ιuk−1+θn 〉U∗×U | ≤ (d1‖p‖2L(U ;H) + ε2)‖uk−1+θn ‖2H + C2(ε2).
Next, we can take ε1 =
α
2 and denote C1(
α
2 ) = C3 to get
‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H +
+τknα‖uk−1+θn ‖p ≤ 2τkn(β + d1‖p‖2L(U ;H) + ε2)‖uk−1+θn ‖2H +
+C3‖f‖q
Lq(tk−1n ,tkn;V
∗)
+ 2τknC2(ε2). (8)
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In the second case by (6), we have
‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H +
+2τkn(α− ε1 − λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U))‖uk−1+θn ‖p ≤ 2τknβ‖uk−1+θn ‖2H +
+C1(ε1)‖f‖q
Lq(tk−1n ,tkn;V
∗)
+ 2‖g‖
L1(tk−1n ,tkn)
.
Let ε1 =
1
2 (α − λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U)) and C4 = C1(12 (α− λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U))). We have
‖ukn‖2H − ‖uk−1n ‖2H + (2θ − 1)‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H +
+τkn(α− λ‖ι‖pL(V ;U))‖uk−1+θn ‖p ≤ 2τknβ‖uk−1+θn ‖2H +
+C4‖f‖q
Lq(tk−1n ,tkn;V
∗)
+ 2‖g‖
L1(tk−1n ,tkn)
. (9)
Now, by convexity of the mapping H ∋ u→ ‖u‖2H , we have
‖uk−1+θn ‖2H ≤ θ‖ukn‖2H + (1 − θ)‖uk−1n ‖2H ,
and we are in position to use the discrete Gronwall-type lemma (see Lemma
1 in [9]). In the case A), which leads to (8), it suffices to take τ0 such that
2τ0θ(β+d1‖p‖2L(U ;H)) < 1 and choose ε2 such that 2τ0θ(β+d1‖p‖2L(U ;H)+ε2) <
1. We get
max
k=1,...,Nn
‖ukn‖2H +
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p + (2θ − 1)
Nn∑
k=1
‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H ≤
≤ C5(1 + ‖u0n‖2H + ‖f‖qV∗),
with C5 > 0. In the case B), which leads to (9), it suffices to take τ0 such that
2τ0θβ < 1. We get
max
k=1,...,Nn
‖ukn‖2H +
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p + (2θ − 1)
Nn∑
k=1
‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H ≤
≤ C6(‖g‖L1(0,T ) + ‖u0n‖2H + ‖f‖qV∗),
with C6 > 0.
Lemma 7 Let n ∈ N be given. Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0
and θ ∈ [ 12 , 1], there exists τ0 > 0 such that if τmaxn < τ0, then the following
estimates holds with the constant M dependent only on the problem data
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖Aknuk−1+θn ‖qV ∗ ≤M, (10)
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ι∗ξkn‖qV ∗ ≤M, (11)
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥ukn − uk−1nτkn
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
≤M, (12)
where ξkn ∈ F kn (ιuk−1+θ) are such that (4) holds.
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Proof From the Jensen inequality, we have
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖Aknuk−1+θn ‖qV ∗ ≤
Nn∑
k=1
τkna(‖uk−1+θn ‖H)q(1 + ‖uk−1+θn ‖p−1V ∗ )q ≤
≤ 2q−1
Nn∑
k=1
τkna(‖uk−1+θn ‖H)q(1 + ‖uk−1+θn ‖pV ∗). (13)
Observe that if θ ∈ [ 12 , 1], then maxk=1,...,Nn ‖ukn‖H is bounded from Lemma
6. Moreover, ‖u0n‖H is bounded since this sequence approximates the initial
condition in Problem (P). Thus, we can say that maxk=0,...,Nn ‖ukn‖H ≤ R
with R > 0. Hence
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖Aknuk−1+θn ‖qV ∗ ≤ 2q−1a(R)q
(
T +
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖pV ∗
)
.
Since the last sum is bounded from the previous lemma, we obtain (10).
In order to establish the estimate (11) we observe that
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ι∗ξkn‖qV ∗ ≤
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ξkn‖qU∗‖ι‖qL(V ;U). (14)
For all k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn} and a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn) there exists ξ(t) ∈ F (t, ιuk−1+θn )
such that ξkn =
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξ(t) dt. Using the Jensen inequality, we get
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ι∗ξkn‖qV ∗ ≤ ‖ι‖qL(V ;U)
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
‖ξ(t)‖qU∗ dt. (15)
In the case A) of H(F )(iv) we have
‖ξ(t)‖qU∗ ≤ 2q−1(cq1 + ‖ιuk−1+θn ‖q) ≤ 2q−1(cq1 + ‖p‖qL(U ;H)‖uk−1+θn ‖qH), (16)
for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). The right-hand side of (16) is bounded by a constant
by Lemma 6 and, substituting this expression into (15), we obtain the desired
estimate.
If the hypothesis B) of H(F )(iv) holds, then we obtain
‖ξ(t)‖qU∗ ≤ 2q−1(cq1 + ‖ιuk−1+θn ‖q) ≤ 2q−1(cq2 + ‖ι‖qL(V ;U)‖uk−1+θn ‖p), (17)
for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). Substituting (17) into (15), we get
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ι∗ξkn‖qV ∗ ≤ ‖ι‖qL(V ;U)2q−1
(
cq2T + ‖ι‖qL(V ;U)
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p
)
. (18)
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Again, by Lemma 6, we obtain the desired estimate. In order to derive (12)
from (4) we obtain
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥ukn − uk−1nτkn
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
≤
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥fkn −Aknuk−1+θn − ι∗ξkn∥∥qV ∗ , (19)
where ξkn ∈ F kn (ιuk−1+θn ). Moreover, we have
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥ukn − uk−1nτkn
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
≤ C
Nn∑
k=1
τkn(‖fkn‖qV ∗ + ‖Aknuk−1+θn ‖qV ∗ + ‖ι∗ξkn‖qV ∗),
(20)
where C > 0. Now (12) follows from the estimates (10), (11), and the following
inequality
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖fkn‖qV ∗ =
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥∥ 1τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
f(t) dt
∥∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
≤
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
‖f(t)‖qV ∗ dt = ‖f‖qV∗.
The proof is complete.
We are ready to define the piecewise constant interpolants u¯n : [0, T ]→ V and
the piecewise linear interpolants uˆn : [0, T ]→ V by
u¯n(t) = u
k−1+θ
n for t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn] and u¯n(0) = uθn,
uˆn(t) = u
k−1
n +
ukn − uk−1n
τkn
(t− tk−1n ) for t ∈ [tk−1n , tkn].
We also define the piecewise constant function η¯n : [0, T ]→ V ∗ by
η¯n(t) = ι
∗ξkn for t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn] and η¯n(0) = ι∗ξ1n, (21)
where ξkn is an element of F
k
n (ιu
k−1+θ
n ) such that the inclusion in (4) is realized.
We formulate the following lemma.
Lemma 8 Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0, H(t) and θ ∈ [ 12 , 1],
there exists n0 ∈ N such that for n ≥ n0, the sequence {u¯n} is bounded
in V ∩ L∞(0, T ;H) and the sequence {uˆn} is bounded in C([0, T ];H) with
{uˆ′n} bounded in V∗. Furthermore {u¯n} is bounded in BV q(0, T ;V ∗). Finally
{πq,V ∗n Au¯n} and {η¯n} are bounded in V∗.
Proof We choose n0 such that τ
max
n < τ0 for n ≥ n0, where τ0 is the smaller
one of the tho constants appearing respectively in Lemmata 6 and 7. Such
choice is possible by hypothesis H(t)(i). It suffices to show the BV q estimate
since all the other estimates follow directly from Lemmata 6 and 7. The BV q
seminorm of u¯n is given by
‖u¯n‖qBV q(0,T ;V ∗) =
Mn∑
j=1
‖umjn−1+θn − um
j−1
n −1+θ
n ‖qV ∗ ,
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and it is attained by the partition such that its vertices fall in the grid intervals
indexed by m0n,m
1
n, . . . ,m
Mn−1
n ,m
Mn
n , where m
0
n = 1 and m
Mn
n = Nn. By
convexity of the function h(s) = sq, we obtain
‖u¯n‖qBV q(0,T ;V ∗) ≤
Mn∑
j=1
(mj−1n −mjn)q−1
mjn∑
i=mj−1n +1
‖ui−1+θn − ui−2+θn ‖qV ∗ ≤
≤
Mn∑
j=1
(mj−1n −mjn)q−1(τmaxn )q−1
mjn∑
i=mj−1n +1
τ in
∥∥∥∥ui−1+θn − ui−2+θnτ in
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
≤
≤ (Nnτmaxn )q−1
Nn∑
i=2
τ in
∥∥∥∥ui−1+θn − ui−2+θnτ in
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
.
Using H(t)(ii), we get
‖u¯n‖qBV q(0,T ;V ∗) ≤ (KT )q−1
Nn∑
i=2
τ in
∥∥∥∥θ(uin − ui−1n ) + (1 − θ)(ui−1n − ui−2n )τ in
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
.
We use the convexity of the function of the function h(s) = sq again to find
that
‖u¯n‖qBV q(0,T ;V ∗) ≤ (KT )q−1
Nn∑
i=1
τ in
∥∥∥∥uin − ui−1nτ in
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
,
which, by (12), gives the assertion of the lemma.
The next Lemma establishes weak and weak-* limits of subsequences of con-
structed interpolants.
Lemma 9 Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0, H(t) and θ ∈ [ 12 , 1],
there exists u ∈ W as well as ζ, η ∈ V∗, and a subsequence of indices such that
for this subsequence (still denoted by n), we have
u¯n → u weakly in V , (22)
u¯n → u weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;H), (23)
uˆn → u weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;H), (24)
uˆ′n → u′ weakly in V∗, (25)
ιu¯n → ιu strongly in U , (26)
πq,V
∗
n Au¯n → ζ weakly in V∗, (27)
η¯n → η weakly in V∗. (28)
Proof The fact that limits of appropriate subsequences exist follows directly
from Lemmata 6 and 7. It only suffices to prove that limits of uˆn and u¯n
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coincide. This is done in a standard way (see proof of Lemma 4 in [9]) by
showing the estimate on ‖uˆn − u¯n‖V∗ . By the direct calculation we have
‖uˆn − u¯n‖qV∗ =
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∥∥∥∥uk−1+θn − uk−1n − ukn − uk−1nτkn (t− tk−1n )
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
dt =
=
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥ukn − uk−1nτkn
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
(τkn )
q
q + 1
≤ (τ
max
n )
q
q + 1
Nn∑
k=1
τkn
∥∥∥∥ukn − uk−1nτkn
∥∥∥∥
q
V ∗
.
By the estimate (12), it follows that uˆn − u¯n → 0 in V∗ and therefore limits
of two sequences must coincide.
Remark 2 Note that in the case of implicit Euler scheme, i.e. θ = 1, the
lemmata 6, 7, 8, and 9 remain valid if elements of the sequence {u0n}, that
approximates the initial condition u0, belong to H and not necessarily to V .
Theorem 1 Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0, H(t) and θ ∈ [ 12 , 1],
the function u obtained in Lemma 9 solves Problem (P).
Proof First we show that u satisfies the initial condition. From (24) and (25),
it follows, by Corollary 4 of [18], that
uˆn → u strongly in C([0, T ];V ∗), (29)
and furthermore uˆn(0)→ u(0) strongly in V ∗. Since uˆn(0) = u0n and u0n → u0
strongly in H , from the uniqueness of the limit, it follows that u(0) = u0.
Now let us observe that from (4), the following equality holds in V∗ for
k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}
uˆ′n + π
q,V ∗
n Au¯n + η¯n = πq,V
∗
n f. (30)
Note that πq,V
∗
n f → f strongly in V∗. Therefore we can pass to the limit in
(30) and find
u′ + ζ + η = f. (31)
To conclude the proof we must verify that ζ = Au and η(t) ∈ ι∗F (t, ιu(t)) for
a.e. t.
Next, we verify that η(t) ∈ ι∗F (t, ιu(t)) for a.e. t. We remind that η¯n(t) =
ι∗ξkn for t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn) and ξkn = 1τkn
∫ tk−1n
tkn
ξn(t) dt with ξn(t) ∈ F (t, ιuk−1+θn )
for a.e. t ∈ (tk−1n , tkn). Let us denote ηn = πq,U
∗
n ξn. For a.e. t there holds
η¯n(t) = ι
∗ηn(t). We will show that
ξn − ηn → 0 weakly in U∗. (32)
To this end, for w ∈ U we have∫ T
0
〈ξn(t)− ηn(t), w(t)〉U∗×U dt =
=
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξn(t)− 1
τkn
∫ tk−1n
tkn
ξn(s) ds, w(t)〉U∗×U dt =
=
Nn∑
k=1
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξn(t)− ξn(s), w(t)〉U∗×U ds dt.
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Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 7, by the estimates (16) and (17), the
sequence ξn is bounded in U∗, so, for a subsequence, we may assume that
ξn → ξ weakly in this space, where ξ ∈ U∗. We obtain∫ T
0
〈ξn(t)− ηn(t), w(t)〉U∗×U dt = (33)
=
Nn∑
k=1
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξn(t)− ξ(t), w(t)〉U∗×U ds dt+
+
Nn∑
k=1
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξ(t)− ξ(s), w(t)〉U∗×U ds dt+
+
Nn∑
k=1
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξ(s)− ξn(s), w(t)〉U∗×U ds dt := I1 + I2 + I3.
We consider three terms separately.
I1 =
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξn(t)− ξ(t), w(t)〉U∗×U dt = 〈ξn − ξ, w〉U∗×U → 0
I2 =
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξ(t)− 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
ξ(s) ds, w(t)〉U∗×U ds dt = 〈ξ− πq,U
∗
n ξ, w〉U∗×U .
Since πq,U
∗
n ξ → ξ strongly in U∗, we conclude that I2 → 0, as n→∞.
I3 =
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈ξn(t)− ξ(t), 1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
w(s) ds〉U∗×U dt = 〈ξn − ξ, πp,Un w〉U∗×U .
Since πp,Un w → w strongly in U , we conclude that I3 → 0, as n→∞. Now we
have
ι∗ξn − ι∗ηn → 0 weakly in V∗,
which means that
ι∗ξn → η weakly in V∗,
and moreover η = ι∗ξ. Since ξn → ξ weakly in U∗, ιu¯n → ιu strongly in U
and we have ξn(t) ∈ F (t, ιu¯n(t)) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), from the argument based
on Aubin and Cellina theorem (see Proposition 2 in [15]), we conclude that
ξ(t) ∈ F (t, ιu(t)) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) and the result is shown.
Subsequently we verify that ζ = Au. We show that
πq,V
∗
n Au¯n −Au¯n → 0 weakly in V∗. (34)
This is done similarly as in the proof of (32). For all w ∈ V we have
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, w〉V∗×V =
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=
Nn∑
k=1
1
τnk
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(s, u¯n(s)) −A(t, u¯n(t)), w(t)〉 dt ds.
Analogously, as in the proof of (10) in Lemma 7, we obtain thatAu¯n is bounded
in V∗ so we may extract a subsequence such that Au¯n → λ weakly in V∗ with
λ ∈ V∗. Therefore we have
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, w〉V∗×V =
=
Nn∑
k=1
1
τnk
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(s, u¯n(s))− λ(s), w(t)〉 dt ds+
+
Nn∑
k=1
1
τnk
∫ tkn
tk−1n
∫ tkn
tk−1n
〈λ(s) − λ(t), w(t)〉 dt ds+
+
Nn∑
k=1
1
τnk
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈λ(t) −A(t, u¯n(t)), w(t)〉 dt ds.
Above expression tends to zero, by the same argument as in (33). Note that
we have also shown that
Au¯n → ζ weakly in V∗, (35)
i.e. λ = ζ. Now let us observe that for all n ∈ N, we have 〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −
Au¯n, u¯n〉V∗×V = 0. This follows from the following computation
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, u¯n〉V∗×V =
=
Nn∑
k=1
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(s, uk−1+θn )−A(t, uk−1+θn ), uk−1+θn 〉 ds dt =
=
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(s, uk−1+θn ), uk−1+θn 〉 ds−
−
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈A(t, uk−1+θn ), uk−1+θn 〉 dt = 0.
Thus, we have
lim
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V = 0. (36)
We observe that
lim
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n f, u¯n − u〉V∗×V = 0,
lim
n→∞
〈η¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V = lim
n→∞
〈ηn, ιu¯n − ιu〉U∗×U = 0,
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where the last limit follows from (26) and the fact that ηn → ξ weakly in U∗.
Now using the equalities
lim sup
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V = lim sup
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V =
= lim sup
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n f − uˆ′n − η¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V ,
we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V = lim sup
n→∞
〈uˆ′n, u− u¯n〉V∗×V .
Now we observe that
〈uˆ′n, u− u¯n〉V∗×V = (uˆ′n, u− u¯n)H×H = (uˆ′n, uˆn − u¯n)H×H+
+
1
2
(‖un0‖2H − ‖uˆn(T )‖2H) + 〈uˆ′n, u〉V∗×V
and
(uˆ′n, uˆn − u¯n)H×H = −
2θ − 1
2
Nn∑
k=1
‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H ≤ 0. (37)
Hence
lim sup
n→∞
〈uˆ′n, u− u¯n〉V∗×V ≤
1
2
(‖u0‖2H − lim inf
n→∞
‖uˆn(T )‖2H) + 〈u′, u〉V∗×V .
Finally, we observe that ‖uˆn(T )‖H is bounded and therefore we may assume
that for a subsequence uˆn(T ) → w weakly in H with w ∈ H . It follows from
(29) that uˆn(T )→ u(T ) strongly in V ∗. We conclude that w = u(T ) and the
convergence holds for the whole subsequence for which the assertion of Lemma
9 holds. From the weak lower semicontinuity of norm, we have
lim sup
n→∞
〈uˆ′n, u− u¯n〉V∗×V ≤
1
2
(‖u0‖2H − ‖u(T )‖2H) + 〈u′, u〉V∗×V = 0,
which gives
lim sup
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V ≤ 0. (38)
Using the pseudomonotonicity of the Nemytskii operator (Lemma 2) we con-
clude that 〈Au, u−y〉V∗×V ≤ lim infn→∞〈Au¯n, u¯n−y〉V∗×V for all y ∈ V . The
assertion follows by (35) taking respectively y = u+ w and y = u− w, where
w ∈ V∗.
Remark 3 Note that if θ = 1 then the Theorem 1 remains valid if {u0n} ⊂ H
and not necessarily {u0n} ⊂ V . In this case the piecewise linear interpolant
uˆn does not assume values in V , but only in H near the starting time point
t = 0.
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5 Strong convergence results
In this section we provide two more results on the convergence of approximate
solutions. First we show that piecewise constant interpolants converge strongly
in V provided A(t, ·) are of type (S)+. Then we show, following [9], that under
the restriction on the time grids, piecewise linear interpolants converge weakly
in V and if additionally A is Ho¨lder continuous with respect to time, then they
converge pointwise strongly in H .
Theorem 2 If, in addition to assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0 and H(t),
the operator A(t, ·) is of type (S)+ for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), and if θ ∈ [ 12 , 1], then
the convergence u¯n → u holds in the strong topology of V.
Proof In the proof of Theorem 1 we have shown that
lim sup
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉V∗×V ≤ 0,
cf (38). Since u¯n → u weakly in V and the sequence u¯n is bounded inMp,q(0, T ;V, V ∗)
the conclusion follows easily from Lemma 3.
We remark that there is no convergence of piecewise linear interpolants uˆn → u
in the weak topology of V unless we impose the restrictive assumptions on the
time grid (see [9]). Under these assumptions, it is also possible to show that
uˆn(t) → u(t) strongly in H for all t ∈ [0, T ] (note that this convergence for
a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] follows from Lions-Aubin lemma). To this end, let rkn = τ
k
n
τ
k−1
n
for k ∈ {2, . . . , Nn} and rmaxn = maxk∈{2,...,Nn} rkn. We formulate the following
result
Theorem 3 Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0, H(t), θ ∈ [ 12 , 1],
‖u0n‖V ≤ C
p
√
τmaxn
, (39)
and if there exists the constant R > 0 such that
rmaxn ≤ R <
(
θ
1− θ
)p
for all n ∈ N, (40)
(for θ = 1 the constant R can be chosen arbitrary) then for the convergent
subsequence established by Lemma 9, we have uˆn → u weakly in V. Moreover
if the nonlinear operator A is Ho¨lder continuous with respect to time, in the
sense that for all s, t ∈ [0, T ] and for all v ∈ V we have
‖A(t, v)−A(s, v)‖V ∗ ≤ (C1 + C2‖v‖δ)|t− s|γ ,
where C1, C2 > 0, γ ∈ (0, 1] and δ ∈ (0, p(γ + 1) − 1), then uˆn(t) → u(t)
strongly in H for all t ∈ [0, T ].
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Proof First we prove that uˆn → u weakly in V . Following the lines of the proof
of Lemma 3 in [9], starting from the inequality
‖ukn‖ ≤
1
θ
‖uk−1+θn ‖+
1− θ
θ
‖uk−1n ‖
valid for all n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , Nn}, by a direct computation which uses
the Minkowski inequality we get
(
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p
) 1
p
≤ 1
θ
(
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p
) 1
p
+ (41)
+
1− θ
θ
p
√
τmaxn ‖u0n‖+
1− θ
θ
p
√
R
(
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p
) 1
p
.
By Lemma 6 and the hypothesis (39) we obtain
(
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p
) 1
p
≤M + 1− θ
θ
p
√
R
(
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p
) 1
p
,
with M1 > 0. By (50) we have the boundedness of
(∑Nn
k=1 τ
k
n‖ukn‖p
) 1
p
.
In order to show the weak convergence uˆn → u in V it is enough to obtain
the bound in V of the considered sequence. We have
‖uˆn‖pV =
Nn∑
k=1
∫ tkn
tk−1n
∥∥∥∥uk−1+θn + ukn − uk−1nτkn (t− tk−1n − θτkn )
∥∥∥∥
p
dt.
By a direct calculation, we arrive at
‖uˆn‖pV ≤ 2p−1
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1+θn ‖p+
2p−1(θp+1 + (1− θ)p+1)
p+ 1
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn−uk−1n ‖p.
We only need to show that the last sum is bounded. This holds due to the
following estimate
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn − uk−1n ‖p ≤ 2p−1
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p + 2p−1
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖uk−1n ‖p ≤
≤ 2p−1(1 +R)
Nn∑
k=1
τkn‖ukn‖p + 2p−1τmaxn ‖un0‖p.
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In what follows, we show that uˆn(t) → u(t) strongly in H for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Subtracting the equation (31) from (30) and taking the duality with u¯n − u,
we obtain
〈uˆ′n − u′, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) + (42)
+〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) +
+〈η¯n − ξ, ιu¯n − ιu〉Lq(0,t;U∗)×Lp(0,t;U) =
= 〈πq,V ∗n f − f, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ),
where ξ(s) ∈ F (s, ιu(s)) for a.e. s ∈ (0, T ) and η¯n is given by (21). We pass
with n to infinity. Since πq,V
∗
n f → f strongly in V∗ and moreover in Lq(0, t;V ∗)
and u¯n → u weakly in V and moreover in Lp(0, t;V ) we have
lim
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n f − f, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0. (43)
Now since ιu¯n → ιu strongly in U and moreover in Lp(0, t;U) and from growth
condition and estimate on u¯n the sequence η¯n is bounded in U∗ and moreover
in Lq(0, t;U∗), we get
lim
n→∞
〈ηn − ξ, ιu¯n − ιu〉Lq(0,t;U∗)×Lp(0,t;U) = 0. (44)
Using (43) and (44) in (42), we have
lim
n→∞
〈uˆ′n − u′ + πq,V
∗
n Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0. (45)
We show the following result
lim
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0. (46)
From (34), it follows that πq,V
∗
n Au¯n−Au¯n → 0 weakly in Lq(0, t;V ∗), so it is
enough to show that
lim
n→∞
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, u¯n〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0.
To this end, let us denote by m the index of the largest point of the n-th grid
which is less than t. We have
〈πq,V ∗n Au¯n −Au¯n, u¯n〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) =
=
m∑
k=1
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
〈
1
τkn
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
A(s, uk−1+θ) ds−A(r, uk−1+θ), uk−1+θn
〉
dr+
+
∫ t
tmn
〈
1
τm+1n
∫ tm+1n
tmn
A(s, um+θ) ds−A(r, um+θ), um+θn
〉
dr.
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The first term in the right-hand side of above relation is equal to zero anal-
ogously to the proof of (36). We estimate the second term. Using the Ho¨lder
continuity of A, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
tmn
〈
1
τm+1n
∫ tm+1n
tmn
A(s, um+θ) ds−A(r, um+θ), um+θn
〉
dr
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
≤ 1
τm+1n
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
tmn
∫ tm+1n
tmn
‖A(s, um+θ)−A(r, um+θ)‖V ∗‖um+θn ‖ ds dr
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
≤ 2(τ
m+1
n )
γ+1
(γ + 1)(γ + 2)
(C1 + C2‖um+θn ‖δ)‖um+θn ‖ ≤
≤ (τm+1n )γ+1(C3 + C4‖um+θn ‖δ+1),
where C3 and C4 are positive constants. Since τ
m+1
n tends to zero as n →
∞, the term C3(τm+1n )γ+1 also tends to zero. The remaining term can be
represented as
C4(τ
m+1
n )
γ+1‖um+θn ‖δ+1 = C4(τm+1n )γ+1−
δ+1
p (τm+1n ‖um+θn ‖p)
δ+1
p .
The expression τm+1n ‖um+θn ‖p is bounded from Lemma 6 and, since γ + 1 −
δ+1
p
> 0, we get (τ
k(n)+1
n )
γ+1− δ+1
p → 0 as n → ∞ . Having shown (46), we
deduce from (45) that
lim
n→∞
〈uˆ′n − u′ +Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0. (47)
Now we need to show that
lim sup
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) ≤ 0.
This follows analogously as the proof of (38) in Theorem 1. The only delicate
step in the proof is showing (uˆ′n, uˆn − u¯n)L2(0,t;H)×L2(0,t;H) ≤ 0. This follows
from the calculation
(uˆ′n, uˆn − u¯n)L2(0,t;H)×L2(0,t;H) = −
2θ − 1
2
m∑
k=1
‖ukn − uk−1n ‖2H +
+
∫ t
tmn
∥∥∥∥uk+1n − uknτm+1n
∥∥∥∥
2
H
(t− tmn − θτm+1n ) dt ≤ 0, (48)
where the inequality holds since the value of the integral is nonpositive for
t ∈ (tk(n)n , tk(n)+1n ). Now, from Lemma 2, it follows that
0 ≤ lim inf
n→∞
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ),
so
〈Au¯n, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) → 0.
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Thus (47) implies
lim
n→∞
〈uˆ′n − u′, u¯n − u〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V ) = 0. (49)
The last equation can be reformulated as
lim
n→∞
(
1
2
(‖uˆn(t)− u(t)‖2H − ‖un0 − u0‖2H)+
+(uˆ′n, u¯n − uˆn)L2(0,t;H)×L2(0,t;H) − 〈u′, u¯n − uˆn〉Lq(0,t;V ∗)×Lp(0,t;V )
)
= 0.
Since un0 → u0 strongly in H and u¯n − uˆn → 0 weakly in V and also weakly
in Lp(0, t;V ) we can write
0 = lim
n→∞
(
1
2
‖uˆn(t)− u(t)‖2H + (uˆ′n, u¯n − uˆn)L2(0,t;H)×L2(0,t;H)
)
.
We apply (48) and get
0 ≥ 1
2
lim sup
n→∞
‖uˆn(t)− u(t)‖2H ,
and it follows that ‖uˆn(t)− u(t)‖H → 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], which concludes the
proof.
We consider seperately the improved convergence in the case when θ = 1
and {un0} ⊂ H . We formulate the following Theorem
Theorem 4 Let ε > 0 and {un0} ⊂ H be such that un0 → u0 strongly in H.
Under assumptions H(A), H(F ), H(U), H0, H(t), θ = 1, and if there exists the
constant R > 0 such that
rmaxn ≤ R, (50)
then for the convergent subsequence established by Lemma 9, we have uˆn → u
weakly in Lp(ε, T ;V ). Moreover if the nonlinear operator A is Ho¨lder continu-
ous with respect to time, in the sense that for all s, t ∈ [0, T ] and for all v ∈ V
we have
‖A(t, v)−A(s, v)‖V ∗ ≤ (C1 + C2‖v‖δ)|t− s|γ ,
where C1, C2 > 0, γ ∈ (0, 1] and δ ∈ (0, p(γ + 1) − 1), then uˆn(t) → u(t)
strongly in H for all t ∈ [ε, T ].
Proof Let us first estimate
∫ tkn
t
k−1
n
‖u¯n(t)−uˆn(t)‖p dt = τ
k
n
p+ 1
‖ukn−uk−1n ‖p ≤
2p−1
p+ 1
(τkn‖ukn‖p+Rτk−1n ‖uk−1n ‖p).
Fix ε > 0. Let K(n, ε) be the smallest index such that t
K(n,ε)
n > ε. We have
‖u¯n − uˆn‖pLp(ε,T ;V ) ≤
Nn∑
i=K(n,ε)
2p−1
p+ 1
(τkn‖ukn‖p +Rτk−1n ‖uk−1n ‖p) ≤
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≤ 2
p−1(1 +R)
p+ 1
Nn∑
i=K(n,ε)−1
τkn‖ukn‖p.
Since τmaxn → 0 for large enough n we haveK(n, ε)−1 ≥ 1 and, from lemmata
6 and 8 (see also Remark 2) we obtain that uˆn is bounded in L
p(ε, T ;V ).
It follows that, for a subsequence, uˆn → u weakly in this space. Since, by
Lemma 8, uˆ′n is bounded in V∗ and in Lq(ε, T ;V ∗), then from the Lions-Aubin
compactness lemma it follows that uˆn → u strongly in Lp(ε, T ;H). From
arbitrariety of ε it follows that, for another subsequence, uˆn(t)→ u(t) strongly
in H for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). To prove the strong convergence for all t ∈ [0, T ] pick
t > 0. We are able to find ε ∈ (0, t) such that uˆn(ε)→ u(ε) strongly in H . We
proceed analogously to the argument in the proof of Theorem 4 and from the
analogue of (42) with (0, t) replaced with (ε, t), using the Ho¨lder continuity of
A, we obtain the following analogue of (49)
lim
n→∞
〈uˆ′n − u′, u¯n − u〉Lq(ε,t;V ∗)×Lp(ε,t;V ) = 0. (51)
This means that
lim
n→∞
(
1
2
(‖uˆn(t)− u(t)‖2H − ‖uˆn(ε)− u(ε)‖2H)+
+(uˆ′n, u¯n − uˆn)L2(ε,t;H)×L2(ε,t;H) − 〈u′, u¯n − uˆn〉Lq(ε,t;V ∗)×Lp(ε,t;V )
)
= 0,
and the proof concludes exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 4.
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